Abstract - We present a topology synthesis method for high performance System-on-Chip (SoC) design. Our method provides an optimal topology of on-chip communication network for the given bandwidth, latency, frequency and/or area constraints. The optimal topology consists of multiple crossbar switches and some of them can be connected in a cascaded fashion for higher clock frequency and/or area efficiency. Compared to previous works, the major contribution of our work is the exactness of the solution from two aspects. First, the solving method of our work is exact by employing the mixed integer linear programming (MILP) method. Second, we generalize the crossbar switch representation in MILP in order that the optimal topology can include any arbitrary sizes of crossbar switches together. The experimental results show that the topologies optimized for the clock frequency (area) give up to 37.3% (12.7%) improvements compared to the conventional single large crossbar switch networks for two industrial strength SoC designs.

I. Introduction

As the semiconductor process technology advances rapidly, billion transistors or hundred cores are integrated on a single chip. Also, many embedded systems are designed for data-intensive applications in which frequent data transfers among the computing cores and memories are unavoidable. Therefore, the interconnection method of those components has become a more challenging problem as the performance requirement is increasingly demanding.

To keep pace with such performance requirement, several works proposed the enhancement of the traditional on-chip buses. Efficient arbitration schemes are proposed in [4][5] to increase the performance of a shared bus. In [7][14], new shared bus architectures with physical segmentation are proposed. In spite of their effectiveness, the nature of shared buses highly limits the performance. More precisely, the performance of shared bus is not scalable with respect to the number of components attached to the bus, since it is temporally shared by those components.

Network-on-Chip (NoC) is a viable solution to cope with the performance and the scalability issues, and actively studied in academia [3][8][16][17]. Also, there is a consensus that NoC will be one of the preferred interconnection methods for high performance systems in the near future. It is commonly observed that NoC is targeting larger scale systems than crossbar switches. Crossbar switches have been used as backbone interconnection especially in CMP’s [19]. Recently, the industry has focused on crossbar switch solutions for SoC. ARM Inc. productized the crossbar switch named as PL301 and Sonics Inc. also commercialized the crossbar switch called Sonics-SMX [1][15]. Several research groups in academia also worked on the crossbar switch (bus matrix) [9][10][11][19]. Thus, our study focuses on the crossbar switch-based design of SoC backbone bus.

In this paper, we will focus on the specialization of crossbar-based interconnection topology to the given applications. It is well known that a fully connected crossbar switch outperforms shared busses [6][13]. However, the single fully connected crossbar suffers from the increase of its area and the decrease of its operating clock frequency as the number of input / output ports (masters / slaves) increases [12]. For this reason, it is often better to use multiple small crossbar switches rather than a single large crossbar switch for a higher operating clock frequency with small area overhead. Fig. 1 illustrates this idea. Fig. 1 (a) gives an example of the conventional single large crossbar and Fig. 1 (b) is an equivalent cascaded crossbar network. As shown in Fig. 1 (b), the cascaded crossbar switches consist of smaller (i.e. faster) crossbars than the conventional large (i.e. slow) one. Thus, the cascaded crossbar switches can give higher operating frequency. The application-specific crossbar network can also increase area efficiency while maintaining the

Fig. 1 Concept of cascaded crossbar switch topology
higher frequency.

The aim of our method is to optimize the topology with crossbar switches for the given design constraints, but it improves the optimization quality by considering two factors concurrently. First, the solving method of our work is exact by employing the mixed integer linear programming (MILP). At the same time, our method can include multiple arbitrary sizes of crossbar switches in an optimal topology. To the best of our knowledge, none of the previous works considers these two factors in a single method.

We will introduce the related works and address our topology synthesis method in Section 2 and Section 3, respectively. We will give the experimental results in Section 4 and conclude this paper in Section 5.

II. Related Works

The works related to the crossbar switches can be classified into two categories. The works in the first category focused on the improvement of the single crossbar switch, since a fully-connected crossbar switch is wasting the channel resources when there is no need of communications between all pairs of masters and slaves [8][9]. The works in the second category addressed optimal topology synthesis method with multiple switches [10][16][17][19].

Murali et al. proposed a technique for partially-connected bus matrix generation and showed that the area and the clock frequency of the switch could be improved with their method [9]. Pasricha et al. extended this concept by considering other design parameters such as arbitration scheme and buffer size for further improvement [10]. Murali et al. also attempted to minimize the size of a crossbar switch by clustering masters and slaves, respectively. Each cluster is connected to a central fully-connected crossbar switch [8]. They also showed significant reduction of the power consumption and the area. However, their method restricts the cluster into a shared bus, which can be thought of as an \( n \times 1 (1 \times n) \) crossbar, and therefore can be considered as an extreme case of our work in terms of topology.

Yoo et al. proposed a topology synthesis method using crossbar switches in a cascaded fashion based on simulated annealing [19]. A bus pipeline stage called register slice can be inserted in-between each pair of cascaded switches for the timing isolation of the two switches. Their method is more general (hence, a huge design space) than other works in the sense that the optimal topology can include any arbitrary sizes of crossbar switches with register slice, asynchronous bridge, and downizer and expander. However, their solving method is not exact. On the other hand, Srinivasan et al. proposed an exact method for solving NoC topology problem based on MILP [17]. Even though their solving method is exact, it is not as general as the work in [19], since only a fixed size of crossbar switch can be used in a single optimal topology. Such a limitation also affects the quality of the solution due to the partial search of the target design space.

The novelty of our work is to consider the positive features of both approaches in a single solving method - an exact topology synthesis method with arbitrary sizes of crossbar switches.

III. Optimal Topology Synthesis

A. Assumptions

Our method aims at synthesizing an optimal crossbar network topology for a specific application. The cost of the topology can be the crossbar area, the maximum network frequency, or a mixture of them. Thus, we assume that the communication characteristics of the target application and the area/frequency information of the crossbars are given.

On-chip communication network consists of IP’s and bus components including crossbars and bridges (mostly for data width and frequency conversion). In our work, it is assumed that required bridges are already inserted into a part of IP’s (e.g. IP interface) so that we focus on the central part of the on-chip network.

We also assume that the routing of the crossbar is based on physical address (e.g. ARM PL301 whose routing is based on AXI address and Sonics SMX based on OCP address). In terms of master-to-slave communication, we assume that there is a single communication path from master to slave as in the commercial solutions (PL301, SMX). Thus, multi-path communication is not considered at the master/slave level. However, a pair of IPs can communicate with each other through more than one path using multiple master/slave ports, and in this case each port is considered as an individual master/slave. We have another single connection assumption between any pair of two crossbars.

The main design target of our method is the backbone bus of high performance SoC. Most of backbone buses are characterized by a single high frequency. Thus, in our problem, we assume that the cascaded crossbar switches have a single operating frequency.

B. Problem Definition

The crossbar network consists of three types of components: master (\( M \)), slave (\( S \)), and crossbar (\( X \)). Also, its topology contains three types of connections: master to crossbar (\( MX \)), slave to crossbar (\( SX \)), and crossbar to crossbar (\( XX \)).

Basic topology decision variables

- \( MX_{m,x} (v_m \in V_M, x \in X) \): a decision variable matrix which indicates whether master \( v_m \) is connected to crossbar \( x \) or not. \( MX_{m,x} \) is one only if master \( v_m \) is connected to crossbar \( x \), otherwise zero.
- \( SX_{s,x} (v_s \in V_S, x \in X) \): a decision variable matrix which indicates whether slave \( v_s \) is connected to crossbar \( x \). \( SX_{s,x} \) is one only if slave \( v_s \) is connected to crossbar \( x \), otherwise zero.
- \( XX_{x,x'} (x \in X, x' \in X) \): a decision variable matrix which indicates whether crossbar \( x \) is connected to crossbar \( x' \). We will refer to the connections between any two crossbars as links. \( XX_{x,x'} \) is one only if crossbar \( x \) is connected as a master.
to \( x' \), otherwise zero. For the reduction in the number of decision variables, we give indexes to crossbars such that lower-indexed crossbar is always on the master side when there exists any crossbar to crossbar connection. Thus, we do not consider \( X_{ij} \) s.t. \( i < j \) in the MILP formulation.

Our topology synthesis problem can be defined as follows.

**Given**
- An undirected communication trace graph (CTG) \( G(V_M, V_S, E) \) is the communication characteristics of the target application, where \( v_m \in V_M \) denotes a master node, \( v_s \in V_S \) a slave node, and \( e_{m,s} \in E \) an undirected edge between \( v_m \) and \( v_s 
- \( w(e_{m,s}) \) is the bandwidth requirement of \( e_{m,s} \), and \( d(e_{m,s}) \) the latency constraint of \( e_{m,s} \).
- \( A_{m,s} \) and \( F_{m,s} \) are the area and the frequency of the crossbar with \( m \) master ports and \( s \) slave ports, respectively.

This problem is to **find** topology \( T(MX', SX', XX') \) which optimizes the design objective (e.g., area and frequency).

**s. t.** the communication requirements \( w(e_{m,s}) \) and \( d(e_{m,s}) \), and other design constraints, such as area and frequency, are satisfied.

We set \( |X| \) as the maximum number of crossbar to be used in the topology synthesis, and \( N \) as the maximum number of possible cascading stages. Note that they are design parameters to be set by the designer, but the optimality of the solution is not influenced if they are set large enough.

In the following subsections, we present our MILP formulation of the problem. The formulation consists of four types of constraint (for topology, communication path, latency and bandwidth) and two design cost factors (total network area and the network frequency).

**C. Constraints**

**i. Topology Feasibility Constraint**
An arbitrary selection of crossbars and their connection may not always give valid topologies. We define the valid topology of cascaded crossbar switches with the following two constraints.

**Constraint 1** – A master or a slave must be connected to one and only one crossbar.

\[
\forall v_m \in V_M, \sum_{x \in X} MX_{m,x} = 1 \quad (1)
\]

\[
\forall v_s \in V_S, \sum_{x \in X} SX_{x,s} = 1 \quad (2)
\]

**Constraint 2** – The degree of crossbar switch must be zero or greater than two.

\[
P_{Mx} = P_{Sx} = 0 \quad (3) \text{ or } \quad P_{Mx} > 0 \text{ and } P_{Sx} > 0 \text{ and } P_{Mx} + P_{Sx} > 2 \quad (4)
\]

where \( P_{Mx} \) and \( P_{Sx} \) are the number of master-side ports (shortly master port) and slave-side ports (shortly slave port) of crossbar \( x \), respectively. The number of master ports of a crossbar depends on how many masters are connected to it and how many other crossbars cascade to it. On the other hand, the number of slave ports depends on the number of slaves connected to it and that of other crossbars it cascades to. They can be calculated using the basic decision variables as follows.

\[
P_{Mx} = \sum_{v_m \in V_M} MX_{m,x} + \sum_{x' \in X} c_{x'x} XX_{x',x} \quad (5)
\]

\[
P_{Sx} = \sum_{v_s \in V_S} SX_{x,s} + \sum_{x' \in X} c_{x'x} XX_{x',x} \quad (6)
\]

As Eqn. (3) shows, it is possible for crossbar \( x \) to have both \( P_{Mx} \) and \( P_{Sx} \) of zeros, which means that crossbar \( x \) is not used in the synthesized topology. If crossbar \( x \) is used in the topology, Inequality (4) needs to hold because 0 × \( n \) and \( n \) × 0 crossbars are useless when \( n \) is non-zero as well as the 1 × 1 crossbar.

**ii. Single Communication Path Constraint**
If there is a bandwidth requirement between master \( v_m \) and slave \( v_s \), i.e., \( w(e_{m,s}) > 0 \), then according to the assumption of single communication path in Section III-A, there must exist only one path on the topology from master \( v_m \) to slave \( v_s \). Thus, to represent the constraint of single communication path, the following constraint is needed.

**Constraint 3** – For any pair of master \( v_m \) and slave \( v_s \) whose \( w(e_{m,s}) > 0 \), there must exist only a single communication path.

\[
\sum_{k=1}^{N} (\sum_{x_1 \in X} \ldots \sum_{x_n \in X} D_{m,x_1,x_2,\ldots,x_n}^{n} ) = 1 \quad (7)
\]

where \( D_{m,x_1,x_2,\ldots,x_n}^{n} \) represents whether there is a communication path from master \( v_m \) to slave \( v_s \) through crossbars \( x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n \). If there exists such a path, the variable is one, otherwise zero. We define depth as the number of crossbars on the path through which master \( v_m \) and slave \( v_s \) are connected. We call the path with \( n \) intervening crossbars depth-\( n \) path. \( D_{m,x_1,x_2,\ldots,x_n}^{n} \) is defined as follows.

\[
D_{m,x_1,x_2,\ldots,x_n}^{n} = MX_{m,x_1} \times \prod_{k=1}^{n-1} XX_{x_k,x_{k+1}} \times SX_{x_n} \quad (8)
\]

**Linearization of Eqn. (8)**
Eqn. (8) is not a linear expression. Thus, we apply a linearization to the equation and use the following inequilities instead of Eqn. (8).

\[
D_{m,x_1,x_2,\ldots,x_n}^{n} \geq MX_{m,x_1} + \sum_{k=1}^{n-1} XX_{x_k,x_{k+1}} + SX_{x_n} - n \quad (9)
\]

\[
D_{m,x_1,x_2,\ldots,x_n}^{n} \leq 1/n \times (|MX_{m,x_1}| + \sum_{k=0}^{n-1} |XX_{x_k,x_{k+1}}| + |SX_{x_n}|) \quad (10)
\]

Inequality (9) forces \( D_{m,x_1,x_2,\ldots,x_n}^{n} \) to be one when master \( v_m \) is connected to slave \( v_s \) through \( x_1 \) to \( x_n \). Inequality (10) forces \( D_{m,x_1,x_2,\ldots,x_n}^{n} \) to be zero if there is any zero term in the summation on its right-hand side. Note that, as explained in Section III-A, since we assume \( XX_{x',x} \) is defined only where \( x < x' \), \( D_{m,x_1,x_2,\ldots,x_n}^{n} \) is also defined only for \( x_1 < x_2 < \ldots < x_n \). Thus, we can effectively reduce the number of decision variables.

**iii. Latency Constraint**
The latency between components varies with the arbitration scheme, the buffer size, and their traffic characteristics as well as the hop count. This is the reason why the final
solution is tested for latency constraint by overall simulation in [10]. In our method we abstract the latency constraint.

**Constraint 4** – The latency constraint (e.g., \(d(e_{m,s}) = k\)) that master \(v_m\) has a latency constraint to slave \(v_s\) with requiring a hop count not exceeding \(k\) is represented as follows.

\[
\forall (v_m, v_s) \text{ with } d(e_{m,s}) = k, \sum_{n=1}^{N} \left( \sum_{x_1 \in X} \cdots \sum_{x_n \in X} D_{m,x_1 \cdots x_n}^{s} \right) \geq 1
\]  
(11)

Inequality (11) represents that at least one \(D^n\) matrices with \(n \leq k\) must be one.

**iv. Bandwidth Constraint**

In order to check to see if the given bandwidth requirement is met, we check the total communication bandwidth that each link in the topology carries. If more bandwidth is loaded on a link than its capability (i.e. peak bandwidth) the corresponding topology cannot meet the given bandwidth requirement.

**Constraint 5** – The total bandwidth flowing on each edge must not exceed the peak bandwidth.

\[
\forall x_1 < x_2 \in X, E_{x_1,x_2} \leq \text{CostFreq} \times \text{channelwidth}
\]  
(12)

where \(E_{x_1,x_2}\) is the total bandwidth flowing from master \(x_1\) to slave \(x_2\). CostFreq is a continuous decision variable indicating the maximum operating clock frequency of the topology, and channel width is the channel bit width. In the remaining of this subsection, we explain how to calculate variable matrices with decision variables.

**Linear expressions \(E_{x_1,x_2}^n\) and \(e_{x_1,x_2,m,s}^n\)**

First, we define \(E_{x_1,x_2,m,s}^n\) as the bandwidth induced by master \(v_m\) and slave \(v_s\), flowing on the link between crossbar \(x_1\) and \(x_2\) in a depth-\(n\) path. Fig. 2 illustrates how to calculate \(E_{x_1,x_2,m,s}^n\). In Fig. 2, the link between \(x_1\) and \(x_3\) carries only the traffic between \(m_1\) and \(s_1\) through depth-3 connection \(e_{x_1,x_2,m_1,s_1}^3\). On the other hand, the link between crossbar \(x_1\) and \(x_2\) delivers both the traffic induced by \(m_1\) and \(s_1\), which is in a depth-2 connection \(e_{x_1,x_2,m_1,s_1}^2\), and the traffic induced by \(m_2\) and \(s_2\) which is in a depth-3 connection \(e_{x_1,x_2,m_2,s_2}^3\). Therefore the load on the link from crossbar \(x_1\) to \(x_2\) can be calculated as follows.

\[
E_{x_1,x_2} = e_{x_1,x_2,m_1,s_1}^2 + e_{x_1,x_2,m_2,s_2}^3
\]  
(13)

while \(e_{x_1,x_2,m,s}^n\) can be generally formulated as follows.

\[
e_{x_1,x_2,m,s}^n = w(e_{m,s}) \times \left[ \sum_{k=1}^{N} \left( \sum_{x} \cdots \sum_{x_k} D_{m,x_1 \cdots x_k}^{s} \right) \right]
\]  
(14)

Note that \(e_{x_1,x_2,m,s}^n\) does not need to be a decision variable matrix since it is a simple summation of the decision variable matrices. After calculating \(e_{x_1,x_2,m,s}^n\) for each depth of links, we can finally find the total bandwidth flowing on a link, \(E_{x_1,x_2}\), by summing the bandwidths induced by all master and slave pairs from all connection depths as follows.

\[
\forall x_1 < x_2 \in X, E_{x_1,x_2} = \sum_{k=2}^{N} \sum_{v_m \in VM} \sum_{v_s \in VS} e_{x_1,x_2,m,s}^n
\]  
(15)

**D. Design Cost Factors (Network Area and Frequency)**

![Fig. 2 Bandwidth accumulation in cascaded path](image)

**Decision variables CostFreq** and **\(I_x\)**

The slowest crossbar determines the maximum clock frequency of entire cascaded crossbar switches. Thus, we need to find the minimum frequency among \(|X|\) crossbars. However, finding the minimum value in a set is not a linear function. To implement this function, we define a decision variable matrix \(I_x\) which is one only if \(\text{CostFreq}\) equals to \(\text{Freq}_x\), where \(\text{Freq}_x\) denotes the maximum frequency of crossbar \(x\). Then \(\text{CostFreq}\) can be calculated with linear expressions as follows.

\[
\forall x \in X, I_x \leq 1 - \delta(\text{CostFreq} - \text{Freq}_x)
\]  
(16)

\[
I_x \leq 1 + \delta(\text{CostFreq} - \text{Freq}_x)
\]  
(17)

\[
\sum_{x \in X} I_x \geq 1
\]  
(18)

\[
\text{CostFreq} \leq \text{Freq}_x
\]  
(19)

where \(\delta\) is a positive fractional constant which is small enough to make \(\delta(\text{CostFreq}-\text{Freq}_x)\) always less than or equal to one. In addition, it is recommended to set \(\delta\) as large as possible until the aforementioned property holds for the branch- and-bound tightness. Inequality (16) forces \(I_x\) to be zero when \(\text{CostFreq}\) is greater than \(\text{Freq}_x\), while Inequality (17) forces \(I_x\) to be zero when \(\text{CostFreq}\) is smaller than \(\text{Freq}_x\). Inequality (18) forces \(\text{CostFreq}\) to be equal to at least one of \(\text{Freq}_x\). Finally, \(I_x\) is allowed to be one only if \(\text{CostFreq}\) equals to the minimum of \(\text{Freq}_x\)‘s by Inequality (19).

**Decision variable matrix \(K_{x,m,s}\) for table referencing**

\(F_{g,h}\) can be obtained as \(F_{PM_{x,PS_{y}}},.\) However, table referencing with decision variables is not a linear expression. Hence we define a new decision variable matrix \(K_{x,m,s}\) for table referencing, with \(m=0,1,\ldots,|V_{g}|, s=0,1,\ldots,|V_{h}|,\) and \(x \in X\). \(K_{x,m,s}\) is one only when \(PM_{x}=m\) and \(PS_{y}=s\). Then, this matrix can be calculated as follows.

\[
\forall 0 \leq m \leq |V_{g}|, 0 \leq s \leq |V_{h}|, \text{ and } x \in X
\]

\[
K_{x,m,s} \leq 1 - \beta [m - PM_{x} + \alpha(s - PS_{y})]
\]  
(20)

\[
K_{x,m,s} \leq 1 + \beta [m - PM_{x} + \alpha(s - PS_{y})]
\]  
(21)

\[
\sum_{m \in M} \sum_{s \in S} K_{x,m,s} = 1
\]  
(22)

where \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) are positive fractional constants which are small enough to make the terms in the parenthesis and brace on the right-hand sides of Inequality (20) and (21) less than one, respectively.

Then \(F_{PM_{x,PS_{y}}}\) is calculated as the multiplication of constant matrix \(F_{h,l}\) and variable \(K_{x,m,s}\). Moreover, the Constraint 2 can be applied by setting constraints to \(K_{x,m,s}\) as follows.
TABLE I. Application workload profile

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Application I</th>
<th>Application II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M1</td>
<td>M2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BW (MB/s)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latency Constraint</td>
<td>(M1-S1) - minimum latency required.</td>
<td>(vu, mem1) - minimum latency required.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latency Constraint</td>
<td>(M2, S2) - minimum latency required.</td>
<td>(au, mem1) - minimum latency required.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latency Constraint</td>
<td>(M11, S1) - at most depth two connection allowed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latency Constraint</td>
<td>(M12, S2) - at most depth two connection allowed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We set the channel bit width to 32bit (4byte). For Application I, we set the maximum possible cascading stages, N, to 3 and the maximum number of available crossbars, |X|, to 5. For Application II, we used 2 and 5 for N and |X|, respectively. For Objective 2 we set the area penalty upper bound to 30% with respect to the area of one fully connected crossbar. For Objective 4, we used 380MHz as the required frequency lower bound. We solve our MILP formulation using XPRESS-MP [2] in Pentium4 based machine.

Fig. 3 shows the synthesized topologies of Application I and II for each of the four objectives. Each inter-crossbar link is also marked with the total bandwidth. The bandwidth on the links is shown to be within the peak bandwidth capability of the links. For instance, the most loaded link in Fig. 3 (b) delivers 1590MB/s of traffic but it is still within the ideal bandwidth of the link which is 1612MB/s (4byte×406.5MHz).

Table II gives the summary of experimental results. The values in the parenthesis are the improvement (+) or the overhead (-) with respect to the corresponding single crossbar design. The frequency improvement for Objective 1 is dramatic while the area overhead is also very large. For Objective 2, considerable increase in clock frequency is achieved within the area overhead upper bound of 30%. We could improve both area and frequency at the same time for Application II with Objective 3 and 4, while only Objective 4 achieved gain for Application I. Note that success in the area minimization accompanies with the frequency gain since we assume register-slicing on the cascaded paths. As shown in the table, the proposed method gives much better results in terms of frequency and/or area than single crossbar designs for the two industrial strength designs.

IV. Experiment

We applied the MILP formulation to two industrial strength SoC designs. Table I gives the summary of two applications including the bandwidth and latency requirements. Application I is +20Mgate design and has more than 50 masters/slaves. Many of masters/slaves are connected to low bandwidth local AXI/AHB/APB buses. The design of those buses is not as challenging as that of high performance backbone bus. Thus, we applied the MILP-based bus design method to the design of backbone bus that has 12 masters and 50 masters/slaves. Many of masters/slaves are connected to video codecs, graphics IPs, ARM11, DDR and NAND Flash memory.

Application II is an MPEG-4 decoder with 9 masters and 3 slaves. Masters and slaves include video codecs, graphics IPs, ARM11, DDR and NAND Flash memory.

For Application I, we set the maximum possible cascading stages, N, to 3 and the maximum number of available crossbars, |X|, to 5. For Application II, we used 2 and 5 for N and |X|, respectively. For Objective 2 we set the area penalty upper bound to 30% with respect to the area of one fully connected crossbar. For Objective 4, we used 380MHz as the required frequency lower bound. We solve our MILP formulation using XPRESS-MP [2] in Pentium4 based machine.

Fig. 3 shows the synthesized topologies of Application I and II for each of the four objectives. Each inter-crossbar link is also marked with the total bandwidth. Since the latency is proportional to the cascading depth, some paths with low latency constraints are established through only one crossbar. As shown in Fig. 3, (M1, S1) and (M2, S2) in Application I and (vu, mem1) and (au, mem1) in Application II are connected through only one crossbar for all cases since they require the minimum latencies. It is also shown that (M11, S1) and (M12, S2) in Application I are connected through no more than two crossbars, as required in the CTG. Regarding the bandwidth on the links, it is shown to be within the peak bandwidth capability of the links. For instance, the most loaded link in Fig. 3 (b) delivers 1590MB/s of traffic but it is still within the ideal bandwidth of the link which is 1612MB/s (4byte×406.5MHz).

Table II gives the summary of experimental results. The values in the parenthesis are the improvement (+) or the overhead (-) with respect to the corresponding single crossbar design. The frequency improvement for Objective 1 is dramatic while the area overhead is also very large. For Objective 2, considerable increase in clock frequency is achieved within the area overhead upper bound of 30%. We could improve both area and frequency at the same time for Application II with Objective 3 and 4, while only Objective 4 achieved gain for Application I. Note that success in the area minimization accompanies with the frequency gain since we assume register-slicing on the cascaded paths. As shown in the table, the proposed method gives much better results in terms of frequency and/or area than single crossbar designs for the two industrial strength designs.

V. Conclusion

We proposed a method of finding the optimal topology of cascaded crossbar switches with an MILP formulation. With the database of pre-characterized area/frequency information of crossbars, we applied the MILP formulation to...
two applications. The results show that our method gives significant improvements in most of the design cases; frequency improvement by up to 37.3% and area reduction by up to 12.7% together with 21.9% increase of clock frequency. As our future work, we will integrate power consumption into the MILP formulation.
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